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SUMMARY

We study a novel approach to seismic interferometry; iterative
interferometry. To utilize secondary Huygens sources that il-
luminate the medium from regions where primary sources are
absent, we correlate the coda of correlations. We identify the
leading terms in the second round of correlations and study
their kinematics using correlation gathers. We discuss how
iterative interferometry can improve the Green’s function esti-
mation with respect to conventional interferometry.

INTRODUCTION

It has long been known that correlations of ambient seismic
noise recorded at two stations can yield the Green’s function
between the two stations (Aki, 1957; Claerbout, 1968; Lobkis
and Weaver, 2001; Wapenaar, 2004). For an overview of the
theory of seismic interferometry (SI) and it’s applications we
refer to the SEG reprint series Wapenaar et al. (2008a). The
conditions for Green’s function retrieval by SI can be described
as energy equipartitioning in the ambient seismic field; i.e. the
energy current is equal in all directions. Breakdown of this
requirement leads to imperfect Green’s function reconstruc-
tion (Malcolm et al., 2004; Paul et al., 2005; Artman, 2007;
Miyazawa et al., 2008).

Stehly et al. (2008) propose a novel procedure to improve the
estimated Green’s functions (EGFs); by correlating the coda of
correlations of ambient seismic noise, C3. They reason that the
coda of an EGF contains information from secondary scatter-
ing in the medium, analogous to Green’s function estimation
by coda wave interferometry (Snieder, 2004; Malcolm et al.,
2004; Paul et al., 2005; de Ridder and Prieto, 2008). Garnier
and Papanocilaou (2009) prove the validity of this procedure
based upon stationary phase analysis of the leading terms in
the iterated correlation.

We study an example with two main stations surrounded by a
network of auxiliary stations, in the presence of an additional
scatterer positioned at the stationary phase region of the GF be-
tween the two main stations. We analyze the kinematics of the
events in C3 for sensitivity to auxiliary receiver location and
source location. This study has implications for seismic ex-
ploration using ambient seismic noise for different acquisition
geometries, as in a network of stations on the surface recording
the ambient field above a reservoir, or a borehole survey with
stations down-hole and on the surface.

CONVENTIONAL INTERFEROMETRY VERSUS ITER-
ATIVE INTERFEROMETRY

ConventionalSIaims to retrieve the Green’s function between
two stations by correlating records of an ambient field, in which

the energy is equipartitioned. It is generally assumed that en-
ergy equipartitioning should be obtained after averaging over
sources that excite the background field (Snieder et al., 2007).

Sources located at stationary phases are necessary to retrieve
good quality EGFs. An example are sources I in Figure 1(a)
are located on a ray path from receiver B extending to and
beyond receiver A. Correlating responses from these sources
recorded at A and B will retrieve a good quality GF. However
sources II in Figure 1(a) are not located in the stationary phase
region, correlating responses from these sources recorded at
A and B will retrieve a poor quality GF. Various authors have
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Figure 1: (a) Source positions I and II for respectively good
and poor quality Green’s function estimation by conventional
SI, stationary phase regions are indicated by gray areas. (b)
Source and scatterer positions for improved Green’s function
estimation by iterative SI.

proposed methods to compensate for anisotropic illuminations;
beam forming and weighting the data for different direction-
ality components (Stork and Cole, 2007), multidimensional
deconvolution after the identification of individual responses
(Wapenaar et al., 2008b). Stehly et al. (2008) propose a novel
procedure to improve the estimated Green’s functions (EGFs)
by utilizing the secondary Huygens’ sources of scatterers posi-
tioned at the stationary phase positions.Their utilization is pro-
posed in three steps (Stehly et al., 2008); First, the recordings
at two main stations are correlated with a network of auxiliary
stations. Each correlation yields an EGF. Second, each EGF
is muted for times prior to an estimated arrival time. Third,
a correlation, C3, is evaluated between the muted EGF pairs
estimated for each auxiliary station. Which is subsequently
averaged across the network of auxiliary stations.
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Kinematics of C3

THEORY OF ITERATIVE INTERFEROMETRY

First we study the leading terms in the correlation of muted
EGFs. The Green’s function of a source at xs in a medium
containing one scatterer at xc under the Born approximation
contains two terms:

G(x,xs,!) = G0(x,xs,!)+G1(x,xs,!), (1)

G1(x,xs,!) =
!2

c2 G0(x,xc,!)G0(xc,xs,!)". (2)

The correlation function, C2
i, j (superscript refers to the number

of station recordings combined through correlation), is con-
structed between the recording made at stations at xi and x j
as

C2
i, j(!) = G(xi,xs,!)G!(x j,xs,!) = (3)
G0(xi,xs,!)G!0(x j,xs,!)+G0(xi,xs,!)G!1(x j,xs,!)+
G1(xi,xs,!)G!0(x j,xs,!)+G1(xi,xs,!)G!1(x j,xs,!),

where the 4 terms on the right hand side will be referred to
as terms 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, respectively. Term 3.1 is the
leading term, terms 3.2 and 3.3 are of order " , term 3.4 is of
order "2. The first round of correlations computes C2

A,X (t) and
C2

B,X (t). The retrieved signals are muted in the time domain
to exclude term 3.1, yielding C̃2

A,X (t) and C̃2
B,X (t). Now a sec-

ond correlation function is evaluated correlating C̃2
A,X (!) and

C̃2
B,X (!) and averaging over a network of A auxiliary stations,

C̃3
B,A(!) =

2c
i!

AX

a=1

C̃2
B,X (!)

n
C̃2

A,X (!)
o!

. (4)

The proportionality factor is chosen such that the !2

c2 factor in
equation 2 is matched to the proportionality factor "2i!

c ap-
pearing in the exact interferometric Green’s function relation,
equation in Wapenaar and Fokkema (2006). The leading terms
in this correlation will be of order "2, they are

C̃3
B,A(!) =

2c
i!

AX

i=1

G0(xB,xs,!)G!1(xX ,xs,!)G1(xX ,xs,!)G!0(xA,xs,!)+ (5.1)
G0(xB,xs,!)G!1(xX ,xs,!)G0(xX ,xs,!)G!1(xA,xs,!)+ (5.2)
G1(xB,xs,!)G!0(xX ,xs,!)G0(xX ,xs,!)G!1(xA,xs,!)+ (5.3)
G1(xB,xs,!)G!0(xX ,xs,!)G0(xX ,xs,!)G!1(xA,xs,!)+ (5.4)

O("3).

Each term can be visualized using ray paths emiting from the
source to a station or ray paths from a station to the source
(for complex conjugated Green’s functions). Terms 5.1, 5.2,
5.3 and 5.4 are represented in Figures 2(a), 2(b), 2(c) and 2(d)
respectively.

STATIONARY PHASE ANALYSIS

The phases of terms 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 change rapidly as a
function of source position, xs, auxiliary station position xX ,

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: Visualization of the leading terms in C̃3
A,a, Terms 5.1,

5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 in (a), (b), (c) and (d) respectively. Arrows
from the source represent ray paths of Green’s functions in
the normal state; arrows to the source represent ray paths of
Green’s functions in the complex conjugated state.

the positions of the main stations xA and xA and scatterer po-
sition xc. (The phase of the scattered part of the Green’s func-
tion, G1(x,xs,!), changes rapidly as a function of the scatterer
position xc.) The dominant contributions come from station-
ary phase positions of xA, xB, xX , xs and xc. The phases of
terms 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, !1, !2, !3 and !4 respectively,
are found using the Green’s function in homogeneous media;

G(x,xs,!) =
1

4#|x"xs|
exp

n
"i!c"1|x"xs|

o
, (5)

giving

!1 = !c"1 [|xB"xs|"| xA"xs|] , (6)
!2 = !c"1 [|xB"xs|"2|xc"xs|" (7)

|xX "xc|"| xA"xc|+ |xX "xs|] ,
!3 = !c"1 [|xB"xc|+2|xc"xs|" (8)

|xX "xs|"| xA"xs|+ |xX "xc|] ,
!4 = !c"1 [|xB"xc|"| xA"xc|] . (9)

Analyzing the above four phases with the stationary phase
method, requiring of "xX ! = 0, "xs ! = 0 and "xc ! = 0, gives
stationary alignments of xs, xX , xc, xA and xB.

Phase !1 is stationary with respect to xX and xc, because
"xX !1 = 0 and "xc !1 = 0. The remaining requirement is that
"xs |xB"xs| = "xs |xA"xs|. When the stations and source are
aligned as xs # xA # xB, the phase is stationary and has the
value !1 = !c"1

0 |xB" xA|, equal to that of the Green’s func-
tion between stations A and B (see equation 5). When they
align as xs # xB # xA the phase is stationary, and its value
!1 = "!c"1

0 |xB" xA| is equal to that of the complex conju-
gate of the Green’s function between stations A and B.

Phase !2 is stationary when the source, scatterer, auxiliary re-
ceivers and main stations all align. When these are aligned
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as xs # xc # xX # xA # xB, then |xX " xs| = |xX " xc| +
|xc"xs|, |xc"xs|+ |xA"xc| = |xA"xs| and the phase !2 =
!c"1

0 |xB"xA|. When stations A and B are reversed, the phase
!2 ="!c"1

0 |xB"xA|. When the source position or/and scat-
terer position is fixed, the phase is stationary under alternative
alignments of the main stations and auxiliary stations and has
a different value.

Phase !3 is similar to phase !2 except that stations A and
B should be reversed in the analysis. Thus when the source,
scatterer, auxiliary receivers and main stations are aligned as
xs # xc # xX # xB # xA, then the phase is stationary and
valued !3 = !c"1

0 |xB"xA|. When xs # xc # xX # xA # xB,
then the phase is stationary and valued !3 ="!c"1

0 |xB"xA|.

Phase !4 is stationary with respect to xX and xs, because
"xX !1 = 0 and "xs !1 = 0. The remaining requirement is that
"xc |xB" xc| = "xc |xA" xc|. When the stations and scatterer
are aligned as xc # xA # xB the phase is stationary and valued
!4 = !c"1

0 |xB"xA|. When they aligned as xc # xB # xA the
phase is stationary and valued !4 ="!c"1

0 |xB"xA|.

All four leading terms in C̃3
B,A(!) have stationary phases, but

for terms 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 the alignments stations, scatterer and
source position are no different from the requirements for con-
ventional SI (Snieder, 2004). However the fourth term, 5.4, is
the relevant term that includes the contribution from the scat-
terer as in Figure 1(b). This term has stationary contributions
independent of source positions. Its dependency on scatterer
position is analogous to the sensitivity of conventional SI to
source position.

KINEMATICS OF C3

The ability of C3 to improve EGF quality is further compli-
cated by the effects of muting the dominant term 3.1 from
C2

A,X (t) and C2
B,X (t). We study a simple example with two

main stations A and B, surrounded by a network of auxiliary
stations, X, in the presence of one source, s, whose energy is
scattered by one additional scatterer, q. We analyze the kine-
matics of the events in C3 using correlation gathers in two sets
of numerical experiments.

We compute C2
A,X (!) and C2

B,X (!) as as functions of auxil-
iary station position angle $ . The absolute values of their time
domain equivalents are shown in Figures 4(a), 4(b). Events
1, 2 and 3 correspond to terms 3.1, 3.2, 3.3. The black lines
indicate the travel time between the main station and each aux-
iliary station. The dominant term will, independent of source
position, always reside within this window. The term of order
"2 is omitted to remain consistent with Born modeling, which
is of order " .

The correlations are muted within the black lines, and the C3

is formed for each auxiliary station. The absolute value of
C̃3

B,A(t) before summation over auxiliary station is shown in
Figure 7(a). Compare with Figure 7(b), where terms 5.1, 5.2,
5.3 and 5.4 (labeled 1, 2, 3 and 4), are computed directly, as-
suming we could perfectly omit term 3.1 from C2

A,X (!) and
C2

B,X (!).

!
A B

X(!)

q

s(!)

s’

Figure 3: Geometry of numerical experiments. Main stations
A, B and auxiliary stations X are represented by triangles,
sources by asterisks, and the scatterer, q, by a diamond. A
and B are 200 meters apart, q is located 450 meters from sta-
tion A. Stations X and sources s are positioned as functions of
$ at radii 300 and 800 meters respectively.
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Figure 4: Gathers of |C2
i,X (t)| for each auxiliary station, X($),

as a function of position angle $ , for i = A in (a) and for i = B
in (b).
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Figure 5: Comparison of the result of iterative SI (red), with
conventional SI (green) and a direct modeled result (blue).
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Figure 6: (a) Gather of |C̃3
B,A(t)| before stacking as a function

of auxiliary station position angle $ . (b) gather showing time
domain equivalents of 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 as a function of
auxiliary station position angle $ .
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Figure 7: (a) Gather of |C̃3
B,A(t)| as a function of source posi-

tion angle $ . (b) gather showing time-domain equivalents of
5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 after summing over auxiliary station as a
function of source position angle $

The resulting signal, C̃3
B,A(t), is an EGF and is shown in Fig-

ure 5, compared to a directly computed Green’s function con-
volved with the square of the autocorrelation of the source
wavelet. It is also compared to an EGF by conventional SI
(CB,A(t) convolved with the autocorrelation of the wavelet and
multiplied by " 2i!

c , Wapenaar and Fokkema (2006)). All sig-
nals are normalized to 1. It is clear that C̃3

B,A(!) exploits
the scatterer to improve the quality of the EGF. Notice that
C̃3

B,A(!) also contains an event at a spurious arrival time, sim-
ilar to the spurious event in the EGF from conventional SI, as
predicted by the stationary phase analysis of 5.1.

We study C3 after summation over auxiliary stations. Figure
7(a) contains a gather of C̃3

B,A(t) for various source positions as
a function of source position angle $ . Compare to Figure 7(b),
where terms 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 (labeled 1, 2, 3 and 4), are
computed directly. It is clear that for sources positioned at the
stationary phase position, $ = # , of terms 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, the
contribution from the scatterer becomes indistinguishable from
the dominant term in C2

A,X (t) and C2
B,X (t). Notice how terms

5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 are non-stationary for most source positions
except the source positions in the stationary phase regions of
conventional iSI. For randomly positioned sources and outside
stationary phase regions of conventional SI, the contributions
of terms 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 combine destructively. The contribution
of term 5.1 stands out and delivers an improved EGF.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR SEISMIC
ACQUISITION GEOMETRIES

Iterative SI is a promising method to improve Green’s func-
tion estimation by correlation of ambient seismic noise. We
have studied the four leading terms in C3. One term is similar
to the leading term in conventional SI and does not improved
the EGF, but is sensitive to source position. Two terms are
sensitive to the positions of the auxiliary stations and scatterer.
Through averaging of C3 over the auxiliary station network we
become insensitive to these terms, as well as build the SNR.
One leading term is completely insensitive to source location
and auxiliary station position and provides illumination of the
receivers through secondary scattering. The fourth term is sen-
sitive to source location and provides the same illumination of
the receivers as the leading term in conventional SI. Further
study is needed to expand this method for specific station ge-
ometries in general inhomogeneous media. Iterative SI is a
promising tool to improve EGFs from correlations and should
be tested on 3D passive seismic field data. When receivers are
located at the surface and the ambient seismic field consists
of waves traveling predominantly in one direction along the
surface, the EGF of surface waves between receivers perpen-
dicular to that direction can be improved. When receivers are
additionally located down-hole, the EGF of events traveling
into the earth can potentially be improved.
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